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Figure 1. We perform style transfer on reconstructed 3D meshes by synthesizing stylized textures. We compute style transfer losses on
views of the scene and backpropagate gradients to the texture. Depth and surface normal data from the mesh enable 3D-aware stylization,
preventing artifacts that arise from standard 2D losses. Our stylized meshes can be rendered using the traditional graphics pipeline.

Abstract
We apply style transfer on mesh reconstructions of in-

door scenes. This enables VR applications like experienc-
ing 3D environments painted in the style of a favorite artist.
Style transfer typically operates on 2D images, making styl-
ization of a mesh challenging. When optimized over a vari-
ety of poses, stylization patterns become stretched out and
inconsistent in size. On the other hand, model-based 3D
style transfer methods exist that allow stylization from a
sparse set of images, but they require a network at infer-
ence time. To this end, we optimize an explicit texture for
the reconstructed mesh of a scene and stylize it jointly from
all available input images. Our depth- and angle-aware op-
timization leverages surface normal and depth data of the
underlying mesh to create a uniform and consistent styliza-
tion for the whole scene. Our experiments show that our
method creates sharp and detailed results for the complete
scene without view-dependent artifacts. Through extensive
ablation studies, we show that the proposed 3D awareness
enables style transfer to be applied to the 3D domain of a
mesh. Our method 1 can be used to render a stylized mesh
in real-time with traditional rendering pipelines.

1. Introduction
Creating 3D content from RGB-D scans is a popular

topic in computer vision [1, 12, 29, 43, 44]. We tackle a
1https://lukashoel.github.io/stylemesh/

novel use case in this area: stylization of a reconstructed
mesh with an explicit RGB texture. Neural Style Trans-
fer (NST) shows great results for stylization of images or
videos, but stylization of 3D content like meshes has been
underexplored. We synthesize a texture for the mesh which
is a combination of observed RGB colors and a painting’s
artistic style. After stylization, one could explore the space
in VR and see it painted in the style of Van Gogh.

Our use case is similar to prior texture mapping meth-
ods [2,16,26,27,29,53,57] which construct a texture from a
set of posed RGB images, but we produce a stylized texture
rather than directly matching input images. This is difficult
since style transfer losses are typically defined on 2D im-
age features [20], so NST does not immediately generalize
to 3D meshes. Recently, style transfer has been combined
with novel view synthesis to stylize arbitrary scenes with a
neural renderer from a sparse set of input images [7,25,35].
These model-based methods require a forward pass during
inference and cannot directly be applied to meshes. Kato et
al. [32] and Mordvintsev et al. [42] use differentiable ren-
dering to bridge the gap between image style transfer and
texture mapping: backpropagating image losses to a texture
representation enables consistent mesh stylization.

However, applying these methods to room-scale geom-
etry is challenging as the resulting stylization patterns are
noisy and can contain view-dependent stretch and size arti-
facts. For example, optimizing a surface from a small graz-
ing angle creates patterns in the image plane for that pose.
Viewing the same surface from an orthogonal angle then
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shows stretched-out patterns due to the perspective distor-
tion. Similarly, seeing an object from close and far-away
viewpoints mixes small and large patterns on the same sur-
face. Perceiving the depth thus becomes harder, due to in-
consistent stylization sizes. These issues arise because 2D
style transfer losses do not incorporate 3D data like surface
normals and depth. Instead, textures are separately stylized
in each pose’s image plane.

To this end, we formulate an energy minimization prob-
lem over the texture that combines texture mapping with
style transfer (similar to [42]) and minimizes style transfer
losses for each pose in a 3D-aware manner that avoids view-
dependent artifacts. First, we utilize depth to render im-
age patches at increasingly larger screen-space resolutions.
By splitting the style loss calculation over these patches,
we create larger stylization patterns in the foreground than
the background. As a result, patterns have the same size
in world-space and are optimized in a view-independent
way. Second, we use the angle between the surface normal
and view direction to determine the degree of stylization
for each pixel. By calculating Gram matrices from differ-
ent style image resolutions (similar to [39]) areas seen from
small grazing angles are stylized with coarse details, which
are later refined if they are seen from better angles. Third,
we avoid discretization artifacts by scaling gradients with
per-pixel angle and depth weights during backpropagation.

Compared to state-of-the-art 3D style transfer methods,
our experiments show an improvement in terms of 3D con-
sistent stylization both qualitatively and quantitatively. Ad-
ditionally, our explicit texture representation allows for di-
rect usage with traditional rendering pipelines.

To summarize, our contributions are:

• Style transfer for room-scale indoor scene meshes with
a new texture optimization, which results in 3D consis-
tent textures and mitigates view-dependent artifacts.

• A depth-aware optimization at different screen-space
resolutions, that creates equally-sized stylization pat-
terns in the world-space of the mesh.

• An angle-aware optimization at different stylization
details, that creates unstretched stylization patterns in
the world-space of the mesh.

2. Related Work
Our approach is a NST method operating on the texture

parametrization of a mesh. It is related to recent work on
style transfer for videos and 3D objects, as well as texture
generation from RGB-D images.
Texture Mapping. Many methods texture a reconstructed
mesh from multiple RGB images, i.e., they map a texture
onto the geometry that combines the color information of all
images [2,16,26,27,29,53,57]. These methods must handle

inaccuracies in pose, geometry, color and distortions to find
the best texture for the scene. In contrast, we aim to create
a texture that is also styled to a specific image and avoid
view-dependent stylization artifacts by introducing depth-
and angle-awareness into the optimization.

Image Style Transfer. NST, first introduced in Gatys et
al. [20], can be optimization-based [8, 20, 21] or model-
based [15, 28, 30, 52]. It is inherently defined in the image
domain by matching CNN features either globally or in a
local, patch-based manner [20, 31, 34, 36, 41]. Thus, it can-
not directly utilize 3D data like depth or surface normals of
a mesh. This can lead to view-dependent stylization arti-
facts when optimizing a texture through multiple poses. We
induce 3D-awareness into optimization-based NST by split-
ting the loss calculation across different image segments.

Video Style Transfer. Video style transfer (VST) methods
consistently stylize RGB video frames with a given style.
These methods are optimization-based [46, 47] or model-
based [5, 6, 18, 19, 22, 54, 55] and employ temporal consis-
tency or optical flow constraints. Other methods combine
features in a temporally consistent way, without using opti-
cal flow or depth constraints directly [15,37]. VST methods
can be combined with texture mapping to achieve consistent
stylization of indoor scenes. However, since VST optimiza-
tions are unaware of the underlying 3D structures, the re-
sulting textures are often blurry or low-detail.

3D Style Transfer. Lifting style transfer into 3D has been
explored for texturing individual objects [32, 42, 56] or
faces [23]. However, they focus on isolated objects (not
room-scale scenes) and do not utilize 3D data. In contrast,
our method stylizes complete indoor scenes in a 3D-aware
way. Another line of work applies exemplar-based NST to
3D models [24, 49], guiding the stylization process explic-
itly from (hand-crafted) examples. In contrast, we follow
original NST by stylizing 3D scene models from artistic
paintings and camera images. Cao et al. [3] stylize indoor
scenes using a point cloud that cannot be directly used to
texture a mesh. Other methods combine novel view synthe-
sis and NST for consistent stylization from only a few input
images [7, 25, 35]. In contrast, we do not require a network
during inference to produce stylization results; our results
can be rendered by a standard graphics pipeline.

3. Method

Our goal is to stylize the mesh of an indoor scene: we
want to create a texture that is a mixture of original RGB
colors and a style image. To avoid view-dependent arti-
facts, we formulate a depth- and angle-aware optimization
problem over all images. We require a set of N images
{Ik}Nk=1 captured at different poses. We also need a mesh
reconstruction of the scene for which we create a texture
parametrization, i.e., we need a uv coordinate per vertex.
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Figure 2. We optimize a texture for the mesh reconstruction of a scene using multiple RGB images and a style image. We sample the
texture with uv maps at different resolutions, yielding a render pyramid for each pose. Using depth, we divide the screen space into parts,
each corresponding to a different pyramid level. Each is encoded separately and compared with its RGB image part in the content loss.
Using normals, the style loss is further split into fine and coarse branches. We discard features seen from small grazing angles for fine
stylization. Finally, we scale the resulting image gradients with continuous angle and depth weights before backpropagating to the texture.

For each pose, we sample the texture with the correspond-
ing uv map at multiple resolutions, yielding a render pyra-
mid. Depending on the depth of each pixel, we split the im-
age into multiple render parts, each belonging to one pyra-
mid resolution. Each part is used in content and style losses,
where we only stylize pixels with fine details, that are seen
from good angles. Finally, we smooth the per-pixel gradi-
ents before backpropagating to the texture. The complete
method is visualized in Fig. 2.

3.1. Texture Optimization

We optimize a stylized RGB texture T ∗ from all RGB
images {Ik}Nk=1 and a separate style image Is. Similar
to [42], we formulate a minimization problem with content
and style losses Lc,Ls and add a regularization term Lr:

T ∗ = argmin
T

N∑
i=0

(λcLc(Ii, P̂i)+λsLs(Is, P̂i)+λrLr(T ))

(1)
where P̂i is the render pyramid for the current pose, sam-
pled from the texture with the corresponding uv maps and
λc, λs, λr are loss weights. The sampling operation is iden-
tical to traditional graphics and differentiable, i.e., we bi-
linearly interpolate each pixel from four neighboring tex-
els. Similar to Thies et al. [51], we define our texture us-
ing a Laplacian Pyramid to regularize the texels in each
layer with Lr. This helps avoid magnification and minifi-
cation artifacts and reduces visible noise in the texture. For
each pose, we optimize the subset of observed texels. Thus,
we require a pose set covering most of the scene to opti-
mize the texture completely. In contrast, stylizing in texture
space directly [56] is problematic for a room-scale texture
parametrization, which may contain many seams.

3.2. Depth Level Render Parts

Style transfer operates on the CNN features of an im-
age [20]. This leads to a limited sense of depth when op-

timizing over multiple poses. Stylization patterns can ap-
pear equally large in the foreground and background, e.g.,
when parts of a surface are seen far-away and close-up
(see Fig. 3). Observing the same surface from multiple
poses thus mixes small and large patterns next to each other.
As a result, renderings using the optimized texture do not
convincingly capture depth. Liu et al. [38] make style trans-
fer depth-aware in the image plane with a depth-loss net-
work. In contrast, we incorporate depth-awareness by opti-
mizing at multiple screen-space resolutions. Larger patterns
appear in the foreground than the background of an image,
ultimately leading to equally large style in world space.

We make use of the relation that area in screen-space is
inversely proportional to depth, i.e., when depth increases
by a factor of p, a given projected area decreases by p2. On
the other hand, style transfer is agnostic to the image resolu-
tion that it is applied on, i.e., when resolution increases by
p2, stylization patterns appear proportionally smaller (be-
cause the receptive field becomes smaller relative to the res-
olution) [21]. We combine both relations to optimize styl-
ization patterns having the same size in world space: when
depth increases by p, we increase image resolution by p2.

We apply the relation to divide the image into parts, sam-
pled from the render pyramid at increasingly larger resolu-
tions. The content and style losses are then calculated inde-
pendently for each part. To discretize into parts, we define a
minimum depth value θd, making the relation absolute. We
calculate the optimal image height per-pixel as

Rxy = θmin · dxy
θd

(2)

where dxy is the depth at pixel (x, y) and θmin is the min-
imum resolution. We express resolution Rxy as height in
pixels and scale the width accordingly. We then map Rxy

to the nearest neighbor in the render pyramid, yielding its
index as depth level per-pixel. Finally, we apply a 3×3 ero-
sion kernel to smooth the depth level map over all pixels.
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(a) Projected Geometry (b) Geometry in World-Space

Figure 3. Stylizing mesh faces in 2D (screen-space) is dependent
on angle and size of the projected geometry. Optimizing the faces
of a wall from a small grazing angle leads to stretched-out styliza-
tion patterns in world-space (yellow). Regions of similar size can
receive more or less patterns, depending on their projected size
(green and red). We denote stylization patterns as circles that are
optimized from screen-space into texture space.

3.3. Angle Filter

Style transfer in screen-space can create stretched-out
stylization patterns (see Fig. 3). Patterns might look cir-
cular from one view, but are stretched-out ellipses in world
space (e.g., when optimizing from a small grazing angle).
To prevent this, we combine coarse and fine style losses and
optimize fine details only for areas seen from good angles.
Similar to previous work [21,39], we utilize the fact that the
receptive field of high-resolution images is still small [40].
As a result, stylization patterns appear coarser and less de-
tailed, when optimized from a larger style image. We find
that coarse patterns are less prone to stretch artifacts.

For each pixel, we calculate its normal-to-view angle
αxy = ∡(n⃗xy, v⃗) where n⃗xy is the interpolated surface nor-
mal at pixel (x, y) and v⃗ is the viewing direction. Only the
pixels where αxy ≤ θa are used for the style loss with a
low-resolution style image that produces fine stylizations.
We always use all pixels and a high-resolution style image
to optimize coarse stylization patterns. This creates a com-
bination of coarse and fine patterns without stretch artifacts.

3.4. Multi-Resolution Part-based Losses

Multiple content and style losses combine depth levels
(Sec. 3.2) and angle filtering (Sec. 3.3) to optimize the tex-
ture without view-dependent artifacts. We encode the ren-
der pyramid P̂ with a pretrained VGG network [48] into
the feature pyramid F̂ . Using the depth level map, we only
keep corresponding features in each layer of F̂ . We com-
pute a coarse Gram matrix Ĝc and an angle-filtered fine one
Ĝf from the features in every layer. Similarly, Gc and Gf

correspond to the high- and low-resolution style images. We
define the style loss as

Ls(Is, P̂ ) =

θl∑
l

ŵl · (||Gc − Ĝl
c||2F + ||Gf − Ĝl

f ||2F ) (3)

which sums over all depth levels independently (part-based)
and combines coarse and fine stylization (multi-resolution).

We calculate the normalized weighting factor ŵl as

wl =
vl
tl

and ŵl =
wl∑θl
i wi

(4)

where vl is the visible and tl the total number of pixels in
depth level l. Similarly, the content loss is defined as

Lc(I, P̂ ) =

θl∑
l

ŵl · ||F l − F̂ l||2F (5)

where F l are the features of the content image I , split in a
similar way. For brevity, we omit different VGG layers and
image indices from the notation. As proposed in Gatys et
al. [20], we use the layers relu {1-5} 1 for the style loss and
relu 4 2 for the content loss. We calculate the losses inde-
pendently for every VGG layer and sum them accordingly.

3.5. Per-Pixel Gradient Scaling

Depth levels (Sec. 3.2) and angle filtering (Sec. 3.3) im-
pose hard thresholds on the image of each pose. To avoid
discretization artifacts at decision boundaries, we scale the
per-pixel gradients before backpropagating them to the tex-
ture. First, we calculate a weighting factor wa

xy = cos(αxy)
from the normal-to-view angle αxy . This controls the influ-
ence of a pose on each pixel by preferring orthogonal over
small grazing viewing angles. Scaling features similar to
Gatys et al. [21] instead results in oversaturation artifacts.

Second, we adapt the idea of trilinear Mipmap interpo-
lation [17]. Each pixel contributes to the render parts of its
nearest two pyramid layers, resulting in two per-pixel gra-
dients. We calculate the distance to the nearest layer as

wd
xy = |

Rxy − L1
xy

L1
xy − L2

xy

| (6)

where Rxy is the optimal resolution for pixel (x, y) and
L1
xy , L2

xy are the resolutions of the nearest and second near-
est pyramid layers. Finally, we linearly interpolate between
the per-pixel gradients as

∂L
∂Ixy

=
∂L1

∂Ixy
· wd

xy · wa
xy +

∂L2

∂Ixy
· (1− wd

xy) · wa
xy (7)

where L1 is the loss term for the nearest pyramid layer of
pixel (x, y) and L2 for the second nearest, respectively.

3.6. Data Preprocessing

We use the ScanNet [10] and Matterport3D [4] datasets,
which provide RGB-D images and reconstructed meshes
(we use per-region meshes for Matterport3D [4]). We use
the RGB images for optimization, but filter them with a
Laplacian kernel to remove blurry images. We reduce each
mesh’s complexity by merging vertices until ≤ 500K faces
remain. Then, we generate a texture parametrization with
Blender’s smart uv project [9] with an angle limit of 70◦.
We precompute the uv maps for each estimated pose.
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4. Results

Implementation Details. We optimize textures at a reso-
lution of 4096×4096 as a Laplacian Pyramid [51] with 4
layers and regularization strength λr=5000. We use λc=70
and λs=0.0001 for content and style loss weights. We op-
timize for 7 epochs and repeat each frame 10 times. We set
θmin=32 and use θl=4 render pyramid layers at heights of
{256, 432, 608, 784} pixels. We set θa=30◦, θd=0.25 me-
ters for ScanNet [10] and θa=40◦, θd=0.2 meters for Mat-
terport3D [4]. We incrementally halve the original style im-
age resolution until either the width or height reaches a size
of 256 pixels. We use the resulting image for the styliza-
tion of fine details and a two steps larger image for coarse
details. We use Adam [33] with batch size 1 and initial
learning rate 1 which decays multiplicatively by 0.1 every
3 epochs. We tried L-BFGS [58] which gave similar re-
sults. After optimization, we export the Laplacian Pyramid
to a single texture image and use a standard rasterizer with
Mipmaps and shading [17] for rendering.

Evaluation Metrics. We conduct a user study to show the
advantages of depth- and angle-awareness (Fig. 10). Addi-
tionally, we quantify them by stylizing with a “circle” im-
age (Fig. 8). We calculate the correlation between circle
size and depth in screen-space (Corr. 2D) and world-space
(Corr. 3D), as well as circle stretch as the ratio of horizontal
and vertical radius in world-space (Tab. 2). For quantify-
ing 3D consistency, we calculate the L1 distance between
source and reprojected target frames (Tab. 1). Please refer
to the supplemental material for more details about metrics.

4.1. Style Transfer on Scenes

Our method competes with 3D style transfer methods
that stylize a scene through an explicit or implicit repre-
sentation. Specifically, we compare our method with DIP
of Mordvintsev et al. [42] and NMR of Kato et al. [32]: like
us they also optimize a texture, but they do not utilize an-
gle or depth data. Additionally, we compare with LSNV
of Huang et al. [25], which uses a neural renderer to styl-
ize point clouds. We show results on the Matterport3D [4]
dataset in Fig. 5 and on the ScanNet [10] dataset in Fig. 6.
A visualization of textured meshes is given in Fig. 4. Please
see the supplemental material for more examples.

Our results show that we are able to stylize scenes with-
out view-dependent size or stretch artifacts. In contrast to
the other methods, our approach creates sharp and detailed
effects for the complete scene. Optimizing the complete
texture is especially difficult for DIP [42] and NMR [32],
which both contain noisy texels. LSNV [25] stylizes com-
plete images, but their results are less detailed. To quanti-
tatively evaluate our method and the related approaches, we
compute the mean L1 distance between source frame and a
reprojected target frame. The results are listed in Tab. 1.

RGB Mesh NMR [32] DIP [42] Ours

Figure 4. Top-down view on stylized meshes in comparison to
previous work.

Method Short-Range ↓ Long-Range ↓
LSNV [25] 4.873 7.207
NMR [32] 1.565 2.165
DIP [42] 1.396 1.723
Ours 1.225 1.566

Table 1. L1 distance between source frame and a reprojected target
frame. We report mean values for short-range (2nd next frame) and
long-range (20th next frame) in 10 different ScanNet [10] scenes.

4.2. Ablation Studies

Qualitative Comparison. Our method uses per-pixel an-
gle and depth as input to optimize the texture in a 3D-
aware manner. This helps avoid view-dependent stretch and
size artifacts being optimized into the texture from differ-
ent poses. We compare only using angle input (no render
pyramid) and not using angle/depth (only 2D texture opti-
mization with Laplacian Pyramid representation). In Fig. 7
we can see that using angle makes it easier to distinguish
between surfaces like the wall and sofa in row 2. Adding
depth creates smaller and detailed patterns in the back-
ground (e.g., the strokes in the background of row 1). Please
see the supplemental material for more examples.

We optimize all ablation modes such that stylization pat-
terns are equally strong, i.e., style should be similar for a
fair comparison. A too low degree of stylization would re-
duce view-dependent artifacts because original RGB colors
get more dominant. Similarly, a too high degree discards
content features too much, which increases artifacts.

Quantitative Comparison. We measure the effects of
angle- and depth-awareness as follows. We stylize a scene
with a “circle” image using only the style loss (see Fig. 8).
We then detect ellipses in the resulting images and measure
their horizontal and vertical axis lengths. Naturally, NST
creates ellipses of different shapes, but their overall distri-
bution reveals the degree of 3D awareness for the complete
scene. Inverse correlation between per-pixel depth and el-
lipse size in screen-space (Corr. 2D) indicates that stylized
features are smaller in the background. A weak correlation
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RGB and Style LSNV [25] NMR [32] DIP [42] Ours

Figure 5. Comparison of stylization results for our method and related work on the Matterport3D [4] dataset. We texture the mesh with
each method (point cloud for Huang et al. [25] respectively) and render a single pose that is also captured in the RGB images.

RGB and Style LSNV [25] NMR [32] DIP [42] Ours

Figure 6. Comparison of stylization results for our method and related work on the ScanNet [10] dataset. We texture the mesh with each
method (point cloud for Huang et al. [25] respectively) and render a single pose that is also captured in the RGB images.

in world-space (Corr. 3D) indicates that absolute size is
independent of the observed poses. Both metrics together
classify the depth-awareness. View-dependent stretch is
larger if ellipse’s horizontal and vertical axes are of dif-
ferent lengths. The stylization is angle-aware if the stretch
is reduced. We do not measure coarse and fine stylization
this way, because the “circle” image contains too few high-
resolution features. Please see the supplemental material
for more details about metric computation. As can be seen
in Tab. 2, using angle and depth improves our method.

Depth Scaling. A key piece of our method is the render
pyramid of different image resolutions. By tuning the value
of θd, we change the threshold of when to sample from the

Method Corr. 2D ↑ Corr. 3D ↓ Stretch ↓
Only 2D 0.172 0.126 3.512
Angle 0.126 0.110 3.396
Angle/Depth 0.538 0.125 3.391

Table 2. Quantitative results of stylizing a scene with a “circle” im-
age. With depth-awareness (Angle/Depth), depth and size strongly
correlate in screen-space (2D), but not in world-space (3D). That
is, the stylized circle size is smaller in the background of an image,
but uniformly distributed in 3D. Adding angle-awareness reduces
the circle stretch (Angle). In contrast, circles show more view-
dependent artifacts without depth/angle (Only 2D).
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(a) RGB and Style (b) Only 2D (c) With Angle (d) With Angle and Depth

Figure 7. Qualitative ablation study of our method. We compare ours (d) against only using angle (c) and not using angle and depth (b).
Using angle better distinguishes surfaces and using depth creates smaller/detailed stylization in the background.

RGB (a) Only 2D (b) Ours

Style (c) Only 2D (d) Ours

Figure 8. Stylizing with a “circle” image quantifies 3D-awareness.
Circles become ellipsoidal on the couch without angle-awareness
(a); using angle, they are less distorted (b). Using depth, circles
are smaller in the back (d); they are equally large without (c).

next higher resolution. This increases (higher θd) or de-
creases (lower θd) the absolute stylization size, while still
retaining relative change in size (see Fig. 9). This allows to
fine-tune the complete scene until a desired look is obtained.

User Study. We conduct a user study on the effectiveness of
our proposed depth- and angle-awareness. Users compared
our method against each baseline separately by preferring
one of two images. They judged in which image styliza-
tion patterns (a) have less visible stretch and (b) are smaller
in the background. In total, 20 users each answered 70
questions, comparing against NMR [32], DIP [42] and ours
without angle- and depth-awareness (Only 2D). As can be
seen in Fig. 10, our method is preferred in both categories.

4.3. Comparison to Video Style Transfer

As an alternative way to optimizing a stylized texture,
one could combine video style transfer (VST) methods and
RGB texture mapping to produce a stylized scene in two
steps (see Fig. 11). We can obtain an RGB texture from all
images of the scene and render arbitrary trajectories, that we
stylize with a VST method (Tex→VST). However, we never
obtain a stylized texture this way and thus need the VST
method during inference for each novel pose. Stylization
details are also much lower, due to missing details in the
RGB texture and reconstructed geometry. By optimizing
directly from camera images, we obtain sharper details.

Alternatively, we can stylize a trajectory of camera im-
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θd = 0.05 θd = 0.1

θd = 0.15 θd = 0.2

Figure 9. Variation of the minimum depth θd from 0.05 to 0.2
meters. Increasing its value leads to overall larger stylizations,
while still retaining relative size differences within the scene. This
can be used to fine-tune the stylization to a satisfying look.

(a) Stretch (b) Size

Figure 10. We conduct a user study and ask subjects to select
the results where stylization patterns (a) have less visible stretch
and (b) are smaller in the background. The numbers indicate the
percentage of preference for our method.

ages with a VST method and optimize an RGB texture from
these images (VST→Tex). However, we might only have
access to a sparse set of images in some scenarios. Due
to inconsistencies between stylized frames (e.g., caused by
illumination changes), the optimized texture is blurrier, as
well. Our method is 3D-consistent by combining stylization
and texture optimization over all available images directly.

4.4. Runtime Comparison

We propose an optimization-based NST method, that
converges in roughly 3 hours on a single RTX 3090 GPU.
After optimization, we can use the texture in traditional
graphics pipelines and achieve real-time rendering, simi-
lar to [32, 42]. In contrast, model-based NST [25, 32, 35]
might take days to train and needs a forward-pass at infer-
ence. However, these methods can generalize across scenes,
whereas we need to optimize a separate texture per-scene.

RGB (a) VST→Tex (b) Tex→VST Ours

Figure 11. Video style transfer (VST) can be combined with RGB
texture mapping to stylize an indoor scene. Either, we optimize a
texture from the output of VST (a), or we render trajectories from
an RGB texture and then apply VST (b). The first row uses VST
of Wang et al. [54] and the second Deng et al. [15], respectively.
In comparison, we produce sharper details and less noise.

4.5. Limitations

By design, our method is a per-scene/per-style NST al-
gorithm, i.e., we optimize each explicit texture image sepa-
rately. Recent work in implicit texture representations [45]
could enable training generative models for our task. We
do not disentangle lighting and albedo, i.e., view-dependent
effects in camera images can be visible in the stylized
texture. One could leverage neural rendering techniques
to train a relightable stylization model [50]. Incomplete
mesh reconstructions lead to holes in rendered poses, which
can be reduced by employing mesh completion techniques
first [11, 13, 14]. Similarly, an insufficient number of poses
may lead to unobserved surfaces during optimization, i.e.,
we do not hallucinate texture. Inpainting techniques [50]
could be utilized to complete those texels.

5. Conclusion
We have shown a method to stylize the mesh of room-

scale indoor scene reconstructions. We lift style transfer
to the 3D domain by optimizing a texture only through 2D
images. Our method makes use of depth and surface nor-
mals of the mesh to achieve uniform world space stylization
without view-dependent artifacts. For that, we split the loss
calculation into image parts and stylize coarse and fine de-
tails separately. The explicit texture representation allows
for real-time rendering of the scene after optimization.
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